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Abstract 

Competition has become an integral part of doing business today. In the world, offers are only growing, and it is very difficult to keep the 
buyer's interest. In this regard, each enterprise needs to be able to defend its position in the market and retain its customer base. It is also 
very important to be able to attract a new audience and make them regular customers. To be profitable, every company needs to keep up 
with the times and provide goods and services that are relevant at the moment. From this we can conclude that the success of each business 
project depends on many factors that are interrelated.  
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1 Introduction 

Competitiveness is determined, on the one hand, by the 
quality of the product, its technical level, consumer 
properties, and, on the other hand, by the prices set by the 
company selling the goods. In addition, competitiveness is 
influenced by fashion, service, advertising, manufacturer's 
image, market situation, fluctuations in demand and many 
other factors. [one] 

EUROTOP is a franchise network of MTI footwear 
stores, which have a single corporate style. EUROTOP 
offers a unique product range of world famous brands such 
as ECCO; GEOX, CLARKS, HOGL, DUMOND, 
DR.MARTENS, ARA, LLOYD, CAMEL, VAGABOND, 
SКECHERS, LOBSTER, TIRANITOS, BRASKA, 
RESPECT, RIEKER, GABOR, CONVERSE, EL TEMPO, 
RALF RINGER, PIKOLINOS, FABIOS. Today this chain 
has more than 30 stores in different regions of Ukraine. 

Each business has its own pros and cons that need to be 
considered when working in the market. Based on the 
SWOT analysis (Table 1), you can see the strengths and 
weaknesses of the company, the threats and opportunities 
that are provided at the moment. For the success of further 
development in the conditions of the financial crisis, the 
EUROTOP chain of stores has a chance to correct its weak 
side, the “weakness of the advertising campaign,” by 
placing advertising signs on the streets of the city, and to 
launch advertising on Internet networks. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1.SWOT analysis based on materials from Eurotop 
store 

 
S (Strength) W(Weakness) 

1. Significant experience in the 
market, trust from customers 

2. Qualified personnel, adequate 

level of service 
3. Well-functioning delivery 

system 
4. Representation of well-known 

brands and manufacturers 

5. Ease of navigation in the store 
6. Availability of an online store 

7. Loyalty program for regular 

customers 

1. Insufficient level of 
customer service 

2. Insufficient level of 

development of distribution 
channels 

3. Outdated leadership style 
and company structure 

4. Unfavorable location 

5. Low advertising activity 

O(Opportunities) T(Threats) 

1. Expansion of the sales market 

2. Changing stereotypes in 

relation to advertising 
3. Growth of wages of the 

population 

1. Slowdown in the pace of 

economic development 

2. Increased tax pressure (land 
tax) 

3. Rising prices for imported 

footwear 
4. Rapid change of fashion 

trends 

 
In this example of a SWOT analysis, the main threat is a 

slowdown in the pace of economic development. In this 
regard, purchase prices for products can vary sharply, 
thereby making them higher, losing customers. However, 
the search for new suppliers with more favorable terms of 
supply (for example, with a longer grace period) will allow 
finding a reserve for reducing purchase prices for products. 
A bank loan will allow you to pay suppliers on time for the 
delivery of products. 
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2 Overview 

This paper discusses the advantages, disadvantages and 
conclusions on the following issues: 

 Development of all distribution channels; 
 Poorly formed marketing campaign; 
 Unrecognizability of the company in social networks; 
 Due to the rise in prices for imported footwear, the 

loss of a large number of sales.  

3 Decision 

For good product promotion, you need to use Internet 
resources to the maximum. Launch advertising on popular 
city sites, strengthen the store's social networks by hiring an 
SMM specialist, thereby starting online sales and getting 
new customers. 

Also find new suppliers who will make concessions to 

the enterprise and reduce the prices of goods (for bulk 
purchases) in order to retain regular customers. Discounts 
for large orders can be negotiated with old suppliers, so you 
can reduce the purchase price of popular brands and sell 
them at a price lower than competitors.  

4 Conclusion 

Competition as one of the important elements of the 

functioning of the market mechanism operates through 

demand, supply and market price. So, if prices for goods 

and services grow (all other things being equal), then 

demand decreases, if with increased competition between 

producers, the supply of goods and services increases, then 

prices for them may decrease. So, the market price of 

goods and services is formed as a result of competition 

between producers and consumers (buyers). 
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